
Greetings, 

 

We hope this finds you and your family healthy and safe. We wanted to reach out and discuss policies moving 

forward. 

 

When we think of the “New Normal” that we will temporarily be faced with, there are new industry standards that 

Solid Rock will implement. We want your participation to be as safe and progressive as possible. Therefore, we will 

be operating a little differently.  

 

You will see a price drop. This is because the class times are slightly shorter and class times have coordinated 

start and finish times so that participants in the same family do not have to hang out and wait for siblings to start or 

finish. All Junior Classes will be $75 for a 55 minute class and Rec Classes will also be $75 for 55 minutes. The 

slightly shorter class times are necessary so that our staff has enough time in between classes to sanitize the 

equipment, wash their hands and prepare the gyms for the next class. There will be a full clean of the facility 

nightly. 

 

In addition, we have made our already low student teacher ratios even lower.  For Parent Tot 5:1, Junior A 4:1, 

Junior B 5:1 and Rec classes A & B 6:1 which will help with social distancing. Please note that 3 yr olds will be 

allowed in both Parent Tot and Junior A classes. The advantage is that parents can assist with maintaining 

social distancing. If you feel your 3 yr old can social distance on his/her own than the Junior A will work, if not then 

please enroll in a Parent Tot class. The stations will be spread out further than normal and be at least 6-8 feet 

apart in order to abide by the CDC guidelines. Our facility has ample sq footage to abide by CDC guidelines. Our 

Junior Gym is 2,000 sq. ft. and our main gym is 12,000 sq ft. The viewing room is an additional 3000 sq. ft. 

 

We will have limited seating available in the viewing areas to observe class. MASKS ARE REQUIRED for all 

adults. Please do not congregate in the viewing room and please maintain social distancing. We request only 1 

parent per child, no siblings & no visitors.  

 

Upon entering everyone must wash your hands or use the hand sanitizing stations. Please DO NOT drop off 

participants early and PLEASE make sure you pick up on time. 

 

STUDENTS will need to wear a mask into the building and keep their mask on until class role is called. Once 

students enter the gym, the mask will be removed.  

 

Junior Gym participants, please utilize the west exit doors from the Junior gym viewing room to exit. 

 

Coaches will be administering sanitizer several times throughout class as well as wearing masks themselves. 

Spotting will be kept at a minimum, which may result in somewhat slower progression but the overall benefits of 

gymnastics remain the same.  

 

Please have your gymnast bring a water bottle with them to class. The drinking fountains will be closed. The 

snack bar will not be operational until further notice.  

 

If you or your child feels sick, PLEASE stay home. We will be offering unlimited make ups for illness purposes 

only. 

 


